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Abstract: The introduction of new ceramic materials for dental restorations is currently a reality;
however, little information is available on their surface treatment for the bonding process. Furthermore,
surface treatment with plasma on ceramic materials has been recently introduced, although not
many studies are available. The aim of this study was to evaluate the surface properties of a
leucite-reinforced feldspar ceramic (LIC) and resin matrix ceramic (RMC) after low-pressure plasma
treatment. From each material, 48 discs were prepared and subject to surface treatment. The LIC
group was treated by hydrofluoric acid (HF) (LIC-HF), plasma with oxygen (LIC-O2), and plasma
with argon (LIC-Ar). The RMC group was treated by sandblasting with alumina (RMC-SB), plasma
with oxygen (RMC-O2), and plasma with argon (RMC-Ar). The groups whose surfaces were not
subjected to treatment were considered as the control group. Surface wettability and roughness
was analyzed. The results showed significant differences among the treatments for both ceramics
regarding wettability and roughness. Plasma treatments increased the wettability and had a very
low effect on the roughness. Plasma treatments achieved similar values for both surface properties
in each ceramic group with no differences between both treatments. Plasma treatment seems to be
a promising alternative for ceramic surface treatments since it increased the surface energy of the
ceramics analyzed and hardly affects the roughness. Further studies are necessary to evaluate the
effect of plasma treatment on the bond strength of ceramics.
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1. Introduction

Ceramic materials have been in continuous development throughout the 20th century and continue
today, being the mainstay of esthetic dentistry [1]. Since ceramic restorations were introduced in
dentistry, many changes in their composition have been made to improve their properties, and in
recent years there are many products available [1,2]. Currently, the most common ceramic materials for
clinical use are lithium disilicate due to its outstanding esthetics, and zirconia because of its excellent
mechanical properties [3,4]. New products are being introduced, such as resin-matrix materials, in an
attempt to obtain a material that simulates the modulus of elasticity of dentin and that would be easy
to repair [1]. Their composition consists of an organic matrix highly filled with ceramic particles [1].
These materials have ceramic-like properties and combine the advantages of glass-ceramics and
composite resin [5].

In addition, with the continuous research in new ceramic materials, the introduction of
computer-aided design–computer-aided manufacturing (CAD-CAM) technology offers new insights
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into conventional technology, facilitating the fabrication of the restorations [6], and it has become
a part of daily practice in dentistry [7]. In recent years, several developments have improved the
CAD-CAM technology, especially concerning the precision in their marginal adaptation and shortening
the manufacturing time [3,5,8,9]. Furthermore, with the use of CAD-CAM technology, there has been
an increase in the materials to be used to fabricate the restorations, including glass-ceramic, zirconia
ceramic, and resin matrix ceramic (RMC), among others [5,10,11].

Cementation is an important process for clinical success of ceramic restorations [12]. There is
consensus regarding glass-ceramic restorations, which should be cemented with adhesive cements
for reinforcement and support [13,14]. However, for polycrystalline ceramics, clinical studies reveal
comparable survival rates with conventional or adhesive cementation [14,15], and for RMC, due to
their recent introduction, there are few studies and there is a need of clinical protocols [1,5,11,16,17].
Resin bonding cementation requires the pretreatment of the surfaces to be adhered, both the tooth and
the restoration, increasing the complexity compared to conventional cementation [14]. The surface of
the ceramic material needs to be sufficiently rough during the bonding process to obtain the appropriate
retention [5]. Several surface treatments have been proposed to improve the bonding of resin cements
to ceramic, and the composition of the ceramic to be adhered is an important factor that must be taken
into account [1,11,14]. The most frequent pretreatments methods used are acid etching, air abrasion,
or a combination of them [10]. It is very important to select the type of pretreatment, concentration,
exposure time, and cleaning method. Over exposure of the material, or improper use of the type of
treatment, can cause microcracks in the material, which would cause a decrease in flexural strength [18].
Feldspathic ceramics and their derivatives, such as ceramics reinforced with synthetic crystals or
ceramics infiltrated with resin, are materials suitable to be etched. The most commonly used method is
hydrofluoric acid (HF) in concentrations of around 5–10%, and with exposure times of 20–60 s [19].
The HF acid interacts with the glassy parts of the ceramic, creating a porous surface and increasing the
surface roughness. It provides microretention and increases the bond strength [4,7,14,20,21]. On the
other hand, the pretreatment for polycrystalline ceramics, composites, and nanoceramic resins include
sandblasting. They are usually sandblasted with aluminum oxide of 50 µm, between 1.5 bar if it has
an organic matrix like composite, and 2 bar if it is a polycrystalline ceramic. Regarding the exposure
time, the size and the distance to which the particles are applied in sandblasting, and their influence on
the material, controversy exists [22,23]. RMC have been recently introduced, and little information
exists on the surface treatment for bonding cementation [9]. Furthermore, their composition varies
substantially [1], which makes the problem even more difficult. In addition, few manufacturers provide
information on whether RMC should be etched or not [1].

Recently, plasma has been introduced in dentistry for surface treatment. It has been used as an
alternative or additional procedure for adhesion enhancement [24,25]. Several materials have been
investigated, including polymers, alloys, or ceramics, especially zirconia, to which bonding is more
difficult to achieve [26–28]. Plasma enhances adhesion by producing carboxyl groups and the surface
becomes hydrophilic with an improvement of wettability [26,28–31]. The interaction of plasma with
surfaces is greatly affected by the type of gas used, the exposure time, and the type of material on
which it is applied [26,31]. Depending on these factors, four effects can be described that can be created
on the surfaces of the materials: cleaning, activation, etching, and coating [32].

Studies on surface treatment in new ceramic materials are scarce. Likewise, studies on the effect
of plasma on the surface of restorative materials are also scarce. Therefore, the objective of the present
study was to evaluate and compare the effect of two surface treatment by low-pressure plasma on the
roughness and wettability of leucite-reinforced feldspar and resin matrix ceramics. The null hypothesis
tested was that the surface treatment by plasma would not affect the surface of the materials tested.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Preparation

Two different CAD-CAM restorative materials, namely, leucite-reinforced feldspar ceramic (Initial
LRF BLOCK; GC Corp. Tokyo, Japan) (LIC) and resin matrix ceramic (Cerasmart; GC Corp. Tokyo,
Japan) (RMC), were tested in the present study. The brands, manufacturers, and chemical composition
are displayed in Table 1. The CAD-CAM blocks (18 mm × 14 mm × 12 mm) were sectioned and
forty-eight discs of each material were obtained (10 mm diameter x 1 mm height). The blocks were
cut with a 0.4 mm diamond disc in a cutting machine (IsoMet Low Speed Saw; Buehler, Uzwil,
Switzerland) and finished with a low-speed handpiece. Subsequently, the discs were polished using
600-grit silicon carbide paper (CarbiMet PSA 600; Buehler), ultrasonically cleaned in distilled water for
5 min, and stored in plastic boxes. The boxes were cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and introduced in
100% oxygen plasma in a 1-min cleaning cycle (to avoid the contamination of the surfaces to be treated).

Table 1. Ceramic materials used in the study.

Material Type Main Composition Manufacturer

Cerasmart Resin matrix ceramic

Resin Matrix (29%): Bis MEPP,
Urethanedimethacrylate and

Dimethacrylate monomer
Filler (71%): Silica particles and Barium

Borosilicate

GC Corp. Tokyo, Japan

Initial LRF Leucite-reinforced
feldspar ceramic

Glass matrix with silicon dioxide,
sodium oxide and aluminum oxide GC Corp. Tokyo, Japan

2.2. Specimens Treatments

The 48 specimens of each material were randomly divided into 4 groups (n = 12) according
to the surface treatment performed. Each ceramic group was subjected to four surface treatments:
control (no treatment); sandblasting for the LIC and etching with HF acid for the RMC group, as the
manufacturers recommend; plasma activation by oxygen; and plasma etching by argon. Details of the
groups and the surface treatments are described in Table 2. The materials and instrument used for the
surface treatment are displayed in Table 3 and Figure 1. Prior to the surface treatment, specimens from
all the groups were cleaned with distilled water in an ultrasonic device for 5 min.

Table 2. Surface treatments groups.

Group Surface Treatment

Cerasmart Control (RMC-C)) No Surface Treatment
Cerasmart Gold Standard (RMC-SB) Sandblasting 50 µm Alumina at 1.5 bar, at 10 mm for 20 s

Cerasmart Plasma Activation (RCM-O2) Plasma 100% Oxygen, 0.25–0.30 mbar, 40 kHz and 1000 W, for 5 min
Cerasmart Plasma Etching (RMC-Ar) Plasma 100% Argon, 0.25–0.30 mbar, 40 kHz and 1000 W, for 60 min

Initial LRF Block Control (LIC-C) No Surface Treatment
Initial LRF Block Gold Standard (LIC-HF) Etching 9.6% Hydrofluoric Acid, for 60 s

Initial LRF Block Plasma Activation (LIC-O2) Plasma 100% Oxygen, 0.25–0.30 mbar, 40 kHz and 1000 W, for 5 min
Initial LRF Block Plasma Etching (LIC-Ar) Plasma 100% Argon, 0.25–0.30 mbar, 40 kHz and 1000 W, for 60 min

Table 3. Instrument and materials used for surface treatment.

Instrument/Material Type Features/Composition Manufacturer

PICO PCCE Low-pressure plasma
system

Direct current plasma system.
Rectangular chamber (8 l) and PC control.

Low-frequency plasma generator: 40 kHz, 1000 W.
Rectangular electrode inside the chamber

Diener Electronic GmbH,
Ebhausen, Germany

Porcelain Etch Gel Etching gel 9.6% Hydrofluoric Acid Pulpdent, Watertown,
MA, USA.

Aluminum Oxide Aluminum Oxide 50 µm Aluminum Oxide Danville, San Ramon,
CA, USA.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the plasma system (PICO).

2.3. Surface Wettability

The water contact angle was measured by the sessile drop method [31,33–37], using the FTA
1000 B Class (First Ten Angstroms Inc., Portsmouth, VA, USA) machine connected to a video camera.
A video with a drop of water (3 µL) was recorded, after 20 s of the drop deposition, at 3 different
locations of the disc on each specimen. The video was later decomposed into 55 images analyzed using
drop shade analysis FTA 32 2.0 software (First Ten Angstroms Inc.), and the average contact angle
that formed the drop over the ceramic surface was obtained. The measurements were performed at a
constant temperature (22 ◦C) and relative humidity (30 ± 10%).

2.4. Surface Roughness

The arithmetical median roughness (Ra) was measured by an atomic force microscope (Multimode
AFM Nanoscope III; Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA), with a TESP-SS tip with a 2 nm radius of curvature.
Measurements were performed in the center of the specimen, in the perimeter, and at a point between
the center and perimeter, with an area of 25 µm2 (5 µm in length) on each disc. Thereafter, the images
obtained were analyzed using Nanoscope Analysis 1.5 software (Bruker).

2.5. Data Processing

The mean values and standard deviations (SD) per group were calculated. The Kolmogorov–Smirnoff
test was used to test the normality of data distribution. Since the normality of the variables was not
confirmed, data were analyzed using non-parametric tests. The Kruskal–Wallis test, post hoc test for
multiple comparisons, and Mann–Whitney U test were used for comparisons among the surface treatments.
The statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 22.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA) software at the Center
for Data Processing of the Computing Service for Research Support of the Complutense University of
Madrid. The level of significance was set at α = 0.05.

3. Results

In the LIC group in terms of wettability, the highest values were obtained by the LIC-HF
group (15.51◦). On the other hand, the control group showed the lowest roughness (104.68 nm).
The Kruskal–Wallis test showed significant differences (p = 0.001) regarding wettability and roughness
among the different surface treatments. The differences were observed among the different surface
treatments, except for the LIC-C and LIC-O2 groups for wettability, and the LIC-Ar and LIC-O2 groups
for roughness. The results are shown in Table 4, and Figures 2 and 3.
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Table 4. Mean and standard deviation (SD) values of wettability (degree) and roughness (Ra, nm) in
the leucite-reinforced feldspar ceramic (LIC) group (C: control; HF: hydrofluoric acid; O2: oxygen; Ar:
argon).

Variable LIC-C LIC-HF LIC-O2 LIC-Ar

Wettability 42.04 (17.59) 15.51 (5.36) 32.89 (6.55) 26.01 (2.92)
Roughness 104.68 (43.23) 496.17 (93.83) 166.58 (26.14) 157.71 (61.96)
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Figure 3. AFM 3D and 2D images of the surface roughness in representative specimens of the LIC:
(a,e) control group; (b,f) etching; (c,g) plasma O2; (d,h) plasma argon.

In the RMC, the highest values in wettability were obtained by the RMC-AR group (12.82◦).
Regarding roughness, the control group obtained the lowest values (62.25 nm). Differences were also
observed (p = 0.001) among all the surface treatments regarding wettability. Regarding roughness,
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the RMC-SB group demonstrated differences with the other groups; however, no differences were
shown between the RMC-O2 and RMC-Ar groups. The results are shown in Table 5 and Figures 2 and 4.

Table 5. Mean and standard deviation (SD) values of wettability (degree) and roughness (Ra, nm) in
the RMC group.

Variable RMC-C RMC-SB RMC-O2 RMC-Ar

Wettability 85.91 (3.76) 108.11 (4.22) 23.85 (4.94) 12.82 (2.72)
Roughness 62.25 (20.99) 157.17 (28.27) 81.78 (24.26) 80.82 (30.57)
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Significant differences were observed for wettability and roughness between both materials for
plasma activation. The values for the LIC were significantly lower for wettability and higher for
roughness than those for RMC (Table 6).

Table 6. Intergroup inferential analysis for the wettability and roughness parameters, depending on
the type of material, with plasma activation surface treatment.

Variable
Material, Mean (SD) Mann–Whitney U Test

LIC RMC Value p-Value

Wettability 32.89 (6.55) 23.85 (4.94) 2.89 ** 0.003
Roughness 166.58 (26.14) 81.78 (24.26) 4.10 ** 0.000

** Highly significant at 1% (p < 0.01).

Significant differences were also observed for wettability and roughness between both materials
for plasma etching. Likewise, the values for LIC were significantly lower for wettability and higher for
roughness than those for RMC (Table 7).
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Table 7. Intergroup inferential analysis for the wettability and roughness parameters, depending on
the type of material, with plasma etching surface treatment.

Variable
Material Mean (SD) Mann Whitney U Test

LIC RMC Value p-Value

Wettability 26.01 (2.92) 12.82 (2.72) 4.16 ** 0.000
Roughness 157.71 (61.96) 80.82 (30.57) 3.29 ** 0.000

** Highly significant at 1% (p < 0.01).

4. Discussion

This study evaluated the effect of surface treatments by plasma on the wettability and roughness
of two different CAD-CAM ceramics. The results of the present research demonstrated significant
differences among the surface treatments in both materials analyzed, for wettability and roughness.
Likewise, differences in wettability and roughness were observed between the two ceramic materials
evaluated, with both surface treatments by plasma analyzed. Therefore, the null hypothesis must
be rejected.

Resin bonding requires pretreatment steps to prepare the bonding surfaces [14]. The strategies
involve micromechanical and chemical pretreatments, implying that the restoration surface requires
surface roughening for mechanical bonding and surface activation for chemical adhesion [38].
Roughness increases the surface area available for bonding, promoting micromechanical interlocking
with the resin cement [39,40]. On the other hand, wettability of the surface is an important actor for
the bonding of ceramics, regardless of the bonding mechanism used [33,41,42]. Surface free energy
influences the wetting of a solid by a liquid and can be determined by the contact angle [33,41,42].
Increasing the surface free energy improves the wettability of the surface for resin bonding [33,43].
Furthermore, the surface roughness also affects wettability of the ceramic surface since an increase in
surface area induces an increase in wettability [39,44].

During the past decades the properties of glass-ceramics have been improved by varying their
composition [4]. LIC is a glass-ceramic whose surface must be treated prior to bonding cementation to
increase its adhesion to the cement [20]. Previous studies demonstrated that etching with HF acid
is the preferred surface treatment. However, there is no consensus regarding the different HF acid
concentration and etching times [21], even previous studies stated that the HF acid concentration had
no influence on the bond strength [20,45]. In the present study, for the LIC group an HF acid treatment
was included, as recommended by the manufacturer. The results obtained suggest that conventional
treatment with HF acid results in the best wettability values, and up to four times more roughness
than in the rest of the groups. A previous study also demonstrated an increase in the roughness of
LIC with 10% HF acid for 60 s [20]. HF etching acts on the microstructure of the lithium disilicate and
LIC by dissolving their glassy phase, creating a porous microstructure that increased the surface area
and wettability [41]. Previous studies on glass-ceramics demonstrated that the HF etching induces
an increase in wettability, which is associated with a lower contact angle, higher surface energy, and
greater bonding potential [20,39,41,43,44]. The exposure time to HF also has been analyzed and the
studies concluded that longer exposures resulted in wider and irregular grooves, increasing the surface
roughness [20,33]. Furthermore, Ramakrishnaiah et al. [33] reported that an increase in the etching time
resulted in increased wettability and demonstrated a strong association between the surface roughness
and wettability. In the plasma groups, there have been significant differences in roughness comparing
to the HF acid group, although with much lower values and close to the control group. However,
the contact angle has been reduced to 20◦ with etching plasma. It would be necessary to consider
whether the surface energy obtained with plasma treatments is enough to obtain acceptable adhesion
values. Studies that evaluated the effect of wettability on the bonding cementation strength are sparse
and showed that greater wettability enhanced the bonding strength of ceramic restorations [34,46–48].
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The results obtained are interesting because with decreased roughness can reduce the possible defects
or cracks that may compromise the restorations. Regarding the effect of both plasma treatments on the
LIC group, it was observed that although the exposure times are very different, 5 min with oxygen and
60 min with argon, the roughness’s obtained were very similar, although slightly higher in the case of
plasma oxygen. This may be due to the inorganic origin of the matrix in the LIC group, which makes
the effect of the argon on its surface difficult to achieve. One of the possible solutions is to increase
the exposure time of the argon, or even mixing it with oxygen. Furthermore, it should be noted that
oxygen is a reactive gas as it was observed during the preliminary tests, and it can affect the color of
the restoration when using it in periods longer than 5 min.

Regarding the RMC, different surface treatments were used, such as chemical etching with HF
acid, airborne particle abrasion with aluminum oxide particles, tribochemical silica coating, or laser
treatment. Nevertheless, there is still no consensus about which method is suitable and effective for
the bonding process of RMC [9]. HF treatment provides a higher bond strength when the ceramic
content increases in the material composition, whereas air-borne particle abrasion showed higher bond
strength values when the composite content increases [7]. Previous studies found that HF acid is not
an appropriate method for surface treatment on a similar RMC to the present study and that could
alter the surface and reduce their bond strength [10,49]. Therefore, in the study, HF acid was not used
in the RMC group, but sandblasting was performed with 50 µm alumina particles for 20 s at 1.5 bar
pressure and 10 mm away from the surface, following the manufacturer’s recommendations. In general,
airborne-abrasion surface treatment will increase the surface roughness [5]. Park et al. [10] reported
in resin nanoceramics that an increasing surface roughness through mechanical surface treatment
is more effective than chemical bonding with HF acid. In the study, an increase in the roughness
almost three times more with respect to the control group was observed for the sandblasting group, as
previously reported [5]. However, an increase in the contact angle by 20◦ was observed, therefore its
surface energy decreased, making the material more hydrophobic. In contrast, both plasma treatments
used in the study on RMC increased the roughness slightly (about 20 nm both) and decreased the
contact angle by 60◦ with plasma oxygen, and by 70◦ with plasma argon, compared to the control
group. Therefore, low-pressure plasma treatments showed excellent results in terms of wettability and
only a slight increase in roughness. The best results were those obtained by plasma argon, which are
comparable to those obtained by the acid etching with HF in the LIC group, although with a completely
different roughness.

Nowadays, the use of RMC is increasing in dentistry; however, there are not many studies
regarding the procedure of surface treatment before adhesive cementation [5]. The success of the
surface treatments can vary depending on the material type and depends more on the RMC’s chemical
composition than the surface treatment itself [5,7,50]. Furthermore, few studies focused on plasma
treatment of ceramic surfaces, and to the authors’ knowledge there are no studies on plasma surface
treatment on LIC and RMC. The few studies that have focused on plasma surface treatment investigated
its effect especially on zirconia surfaces [30,31,34–36,47,48,51–55], and it is thus not possible to make
comparisons of their results with those obtained in this study; therefore, comparisons will be made
with other materials.

Vechiato Filho et al. [56] studied the effect of atmospheric plasma treatment on lithium disilicate
ceramics. The gas used was a combination of an 85% hexamethydisiloxane (HMDSO) monomer and
15% argon for 30 min. The roughness obtained on the lithium disilicate was lower than those obtained
in the LIC group. The authors observed a higher surface energy in the plasma treatment than in
traditional HF acid etching, with the monomer being the key of the results obtained. These data were
also found by Dos Santos et al. [57], in a similar study with the same combination of HMDSO and
argon gas, but instead of using atmospheric plasma they used low-pressure plasma. The data could
not be compared because of the differences in the materials and methodologies employed.

Zirconia is a high-strength ceramic introduced as an alternative to metal-ceramic restorations [6].
Its popularity has increased considerably; however, resin-bonding protocols for zirconia are still
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controversial [14,34]. Zirconia is a polycrystalline ceramic with no glass phase, and it is more difficult
to obtain a proper bonding. Surface treatment by HF acid cannot be used for zirconia ceramics, because
it fails to achieve adequate surface roughness [58]. Airborne alumina particle abrasion has been
recommended to improve the surface roughness on the zirconia surface [59–61]. It also improves
the surface energy and wettability [61]. However, it has been reported that particle abrasion by
alumina can create mechanical damage on the surface of the ceramic [51]. To avoid this problem,
alternative surface treatments have been proposed and, recently, surface treatment by plasma has
been introduced [25,47,51]. The few studies found concluded that plasma treatment of zirconia
surface decreased the contact angle, and therefore improve the surface energy [30,31,34–36,47,48,53–55].
However, the surface roughness was not affected [35,37,52,53,55]. The results were consistent to those
obtained in the present study, although the ceramic materials analyzed were different.

Although the most commonly used gases are argon and oxygen, to date it is not clear which of
the two to use, or whether to mix both, and how long the exposure to gas should be. Tabari et al. [34]
tested different plasma treatments on zirconia: atmospheric air, 100% oxygen, 100% argon, 10% argon,
a 90% oxygen combination, a 20% argon, and an 80% oxygen combination. The lower contact angles
values were those achieved by the group with 20% argon and the 80% oxygen combination. Therefore,
there is no standardization regarding which gas is the most appropriate, the exposure times, the type
of plasma, or the way in which to apply it.

The use of laser technology for surface treatment has been also introduced. Fornaini et al. [38]
reported that a 1070 nm fiber laser can be considered as a good device to increase the adhesion of
lithium disilicate ceramics. Several studies investigated the effect of laser on zirconia surface treatment
and the results are inconclusive. Kasrei et al. [62] reported that surface treatment with a CO2 laser
increased the shear bond strength between the resin cement and the zirconia ceramic. Popa et al. [63]
found that Nd:YAG laser irradiation produced significantly higher alterations in the surface roughness
of zirconia than Er:YAG. Recently, it has been reported that repeating CO2 laser treatment methods
could be considered reliable approaches for zirconia surface treatment [61]. Thus, further studies are
necessary to evaluate the ceramic surface treatment by laser.

The results of the study indicate that low-pressure plasma is an alternative to traditional surface
treatments that are based on obtaining surface energy by increasing the roughness. However, similar
or better values can be obtained with plasma, without the need to create such roughness. Furthermore,
based on the roughness values obtained in the study, no plasma etching could be demonstrated with
plasma argon at 60 min. Regarding which material is the most effective plasma treatment, according to
the results obtained in the study, materials with an organic matrix, such as RMC, are the most favorable
to obtain high surface energy values. Concerning the clinical application of plasma surface treatment
on ceramic materials, its effect is long enough to last until bonding cementation, but the surface should
not be manipulated until the ceramic primer application.

There are some limitations in the study. Only two ceramic materials were analyzed and no shear
bond strength test of the resin cements was performed, since the objective was to analyze only the
surface properties. Another limitation is the specimen design and that testing was performed under
controlled conditions that may not reflect the clinical situation.

More research is needed to analyze whether plasma modifies the surface of other restorative
materials, if it creates more or less imperfections/fissures in the materials, and to standardize the
appropriate gases and exposure time for each material. It is also important to create clinical protocols
for the surface treatment of the different ceramic materials.

5. Conclusions

Considering the limitations of this in vitro study, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Plasma treatment increases the wettability of the LIC group (22–38%) and RMC group (72–85%).
2. Plasma treatments had little influence on surface roughness in both ceramic materials.
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3. When comparing the effectiveness of the plasma treatments between the two materials, the LIC
group, in both plasma etching and plasma activation, obtained the lowest values of wettability
and the highest values of roughness.

4. Further studies are needed to evaluate the surface treatment of ceramic materials.
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